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1. INTRODUCTION 
If U and V are bounded self-adjoint operators acting on a complex 
Hilbert space Z with C = h(VU-UV) in trace class, then it has 
been known for some time that a certain summable function G(v, u) 
called the principal function can be associated to the operator 
T = U + iv, see [4, 5, 15, 161. This association is invariant under 
unitary transformations of T as well as under trace-class perturbations 
of T and has other properties [7, 181. 
In the present paper we emphasize a more algebraic approach and 
show that these invariance properties are a reflection of much more 
general invariance properties of certain operator valued symbols 
associated with T. 
Let M(R,) be the space of complex measures o on R, such that 
11 w 11 = JJ (1 + j t I)(1 + j s j)d j m(t, s)I < co. Under convolution 
M(R,) is a commutative semisimple B* algebra. Let F(x, y) = 
JJ eiti+iSY &(s, t) be the characteristic function of w. Let &i’(R,) be 
the set of all characteristic functions of measures in M(R,). 
We can associate with F E i@(R,) and the pair {U, V> an operator 
in 9(Z) defined by the integral 
F(U, V = sj F(x, Y) d-WFt, , 
where Ez and Fv are, respectively, the spectral resolutions of U and 
of v. 
The association F --+ F( U, V) defines a functional calculus of the 
Mikhlin type. That is [Fl( U, V), F,( U, V)], Fl( U, V) F,( U, V) - 
(F,F,( U, V), and F( U, V)* - F( U, V) are all in trace class. (This is 
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shown even in the greater generality of a W*-algebra setting with 
respect to an arbitrary normal trace in [7]; see also [22].) 
Moreover, if G(v, CL) is the principal function of T, then 
det{exp[l”,( U, V)] exp[F,( u, J’)] exp[--l*;(U VI exp[--FdUJ VII 
= exp[Tracel%,( U, V), Fz( U, v)ll, 
aF, aF, 
~ - - ap aV $ $1 G(v, p) dv dp] . 
Both of these equalities were first proved in [18] when F1 and F, 
were polynomials, the stated generality was achieved in [7]; (see 
also [22]). 
The equality here is the natural extension of the original way in 
which the determining function was introduced, namely, by the 
Eq* v51 
det{(V - Z)(U - x)( Y - I)-’ (U - x)-l> 
1 
=exp 2ni G(v,p)**], [ .TJ’ v-lp--x 
and should be compared with the adaptation made in [22]. 
The stated invariance properties of the principal function follow 
quite easily from this theorem, but the main purpose of this paper 
is to explore somewhat deeper lying invariance properties. 
For this purpose we will examine a little more closely than here- 
tofore the original way in which the principal function was introduced 
in the context of singular integral operators. 
In order to do this, it is necessary first for us to deduce some new 
results about singular integral representations for an operator V 
with [V, U] in trace class. 
If the commutator C is semidefinite, then it has been known for 
some time [19] that the smallest subspace of SJ? reducing both U 
and V and containing the range of C is contained in Za( U), where 
XJ U) is the set of elements f in 8 for which Ij E,,f II2 is an absolutely 
continuous function of A; E,, being the spectral resolution of 
U = jh dE, . Furthermore, if C is in the trace class, then the restric- 
tion of I’ to Xa( U) expressed in a direct integral space induced by U 
is a singular integral operator of the form 
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where the Cauchy principle-value integral is extended over the 
spectrum of U on Za( U); the coefficients A(A) and K(h) are measurable 
essentially bounded (with respect to linear Lebesgue measure) 
operator valued functions of X, A(h) being self-adjoint and k(h) 
Hilbert-Schmidt [ 151. 
It has not been known to what extent this result would remain 
valid if the condition of semidefiniteness of C were to be dropped. 
One of the goals of this paper is to show, using the Friedrichs’ r* 
operations [9, 111, that a modified singular integral representation 
always exists for a class of operators V which properly contains those 
having trace-class commutator with U. 
A certain operator valued function of two complex variables was 
introduced in [15] as the solution of the following Riemann-Hilbert 
problem: 
E-l& A - i0) E(Z, h + i0) 
and 
= (1 - k(h)(A(X) - I}-' k(h)/1 + k(A){A(h) - Z}-' k(h)), (1) 
lim E(Z, z) = 1. z+cc 
Retaining the condition that U was absolutely continuous, a 
generalization to the case where C is not semidefinite was formally 
(although somewhat incorrectly) sketched in [16]. 
Here we will reinterpret these results in terms of a symbol homo- 
morphism which we construct and which will be our main tool; 
namely, if A(U) d enotes the C*-algebra generated by the collection 
of operators T for which TU-UT is trace class then, with P,(U) the 
projection onto Xa( U), we show that the limits 
lim eit”T e-itUPa(U) = &( U; T) 
t+*CC 
exist in the strong operator topology. The mappings T + S,( U; T) 
are * homomorphisms which have several interesting properties, 
some of which are cited below in (3.2)-(3.10). Interpolating these 
strong limits into the context of Eq. (I), we obtain Theorem 3.1, 
which states that 
E-l(Z, h - i0) E(Z, h + i0) = 1 + 2d/dA(&S+(U; V - I)@), 
and 
E-l& h + i0) E(Z, X - i0) = I - 2d/d@E,S-(U, V - Z)-le), 
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where C is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator with C2 = C, and the deriva- 
tive d/dX is taken in the sense of convergence in the trace norm 
topology. This result is equivalent to the original statement in the 
context in which it was proved, but extends it to the general case and 
provides a simpler proof. To see that, let Z = J @ XA dh be the 
direct integral diagonalizing space of U, , For the singular integral 
representation given for V above, if S,( U; V) = J @ S,( U, V)(h) dh 
then S,(U; V)(h) = A(h) -f K*(h) K(h) a.a. h and an analogous result 
is true without the restriction that C be semidefinite. 
Indeed if V has trace-class commutator with U then we will show 
that 
Pa( u> I’ pat Vf 
where T,(h, p) is a certain trace class operator from ZU to ZA , and 
ypFefj perhaps surprisingly, 11 T,(X, A)[lzA is essentially bounded on 
Thae’symbols which we introduce here have as a property that their 
unitary invariants are stable under trace-class perturbations of U as 
well as under compact perturbations of V. Indeed, the invariance 
properties are somewhat wider. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper &? shall denote a complex separable Hilbert 
space with inner product (f j g) and norm ilfll. We shall write Z’(s) 
for the collection of bounded operators acting on L%?. The notation 
U=@) and S2(*> is, respectively, employed to represent the trace- 
class and Hilbert-Schmidt ideals in 9(Z). The reader may find 
the relevant facts about the spaces S,(X) and 5’,(.%) in [lo] including 
the important concepts of the trace, Trace(T) and the determinant 
det(1 + T), two functionals defined on the class Si(&?). The norm 
in SP(&‘) shall be denoted 11 T IjP , p = 1, 2. 
If A is a self-adjoint operator on &? with spectral resolution 
A = SX dE, , the set of vectors f in & for which )I EAf j12 is an 
absolutely continuous function of h is a closed subspace of X’ which 
we denote by Za(A). It is well known that Z,(A) reduces A (see [ll]). 
The projection 2 -+ tia(A) is denoted by P,(A) and we shall write 
A, for the restriction of A to Za(A). We use m(A,) to denote the 
spectral multiplicity function [14] of A restricted to Xa(A). 
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For operators T and S in 9(s) the commutator TS-ST is written 
as [T, S]. 
3. SYMBOL HOMOMORPHISMS 
Let U be a bounded self-adjoint operator on P. Consider the 
collection of all bounded operators whose commutator with U is in 
trace class. The uniform closure of this collection forms a sub- 
C*-algebra of 9(X’) which we denote by A(U). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If T E A&‘(U), then the strong limits 
s -1im edtuT e-itVa( U) s S*( 72; T) 
t+*m 
exist. 
(3.1) 
We will call S+( U; T) and S-( U; T), respectively, the positive and 
negative symbols of T with respect to U. 
The mappings T --f S,( U; T) have the following properties. 
If A and B are in A(U), then 
S+( U; A) belongs to the commutant of U, (commutivity); 
S*( U; A*) = S*(U; A)*, (symmetry); 
&( U; A + B) = &( U; A) + S+( U; B), (additivity), 
S*(U; AB) = &(U; A) &(U; B), (multiplicativity); 
/I S,(U; A)11 < /I A 11, (contractibility); 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
kernel S*( U; *) contains the compact operators, (essentiality). (3.7) 
Suppose that a real-valued function v defined (functional invariance) 
on the real axis (- OC), co) = R’ satisfies: 
(9 (3.8) 
where w(t) is a complex-valued function of bounded variation such 
that J I dw(t)j < a; 
(ii) dy/dA(X) > 0 except for a finite set of points; then 
A!(y( U)) r) A?(U) and S,(rp( U); A) = A’,( U; A) for A E ,A?( U). 
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If K E Sr(P), then (spectral invariance) S,( U + K; A) = 
W,( U + K, U) S,( U; A) W,( U + K, U)*, where 
W*( U + K, U) = s -1im c+(“+~) e-itu P,(V) 
t+*m (3.9) 
are the wave operators corresponding to the perturbation U -+ U + K 
[ill* 
We should also note that with S = W+( U + K, U)* W-( U + K, U) 
(the scattering operator) we have 
while 
S+( U; W+TW+*) = S+(U; T), 
S-( U; W+TW+*) = S*S-( U; T)S, 
&[U; S&J + K; T)l = &WC T), 
foranyTinA(U)=A(U+K). 
Further, it is important to observe that (3.2) implies S,(U; T) is 
decomposable in a direct integral space Xa( U) s J @ %‘,, dh which 
diagonalizes U, ; accordingly 
S+( U; T) gs s @ S,( u; T)(X) dh. 
(Throughout the paper we shall identify S,( U; 7’) with its compres- 
sion to Za( U).) 
But, from the intertwining property for W, = W,( U + K, U), 
w&J = (U + K)W* 2 
and property (3.9), ‘f 1 we decompose S,( U + K; 7’) relative to a 
diagonal representation of U + K, 
S&J + K; T) = j- 0 S&J + K; T)(h) 4 
we see that the pointwise operators 
Wu + K; T)(X) and SO; T)(4 
are unitarily equivalent for almost all A. Thus, since S,(S) is a 
separable space, except on a set of Lebesgue measure zero, the 
unitary invariants of S,( U; T)(A) are stable under trace-class per- 
turbations of U as well as compact perturbations of T. 
If V = V* E d(U) and if the spectral multiplicity function A’( U,) 
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of U, is finite almost everywhere, i.e., dim sA < co a.e. h, then for 
any complex number I not in sp( V) 
S+( U; V - I) S-( u; V - 1)-l g j- @ S+( U; V - l)(h) 5’~( u; V - Z)(A)-l dh, 
S+( u; v - Z)(A) s-( u; v - Z)(h)-1 = IA + K,(Z), 
where of course K,(Z) is in S,(%$, and 
(3.10) 
det(S+(U; V - Z)(h) SJU; P - I)(/\)-I} = exp 11 G(Y, X) &I, 
where G(v, X) is the so-called principal function of T = U + iV, 
(cf. [4, 5, 151). 
Remark 3.1. If VU-UV E S,(X), the restriction on the spectral 
multiplicity of U, can be dropped. (Strictly speaking, the principal 
function has hitherto only been defined in this case, and property (3.10) 
can be regarded as an extension of the definition of the principal 
function.) 
Although it is known that G(Y, p) is invariant under trace class 
perturbations of Ii + iv, and not under compact perturbations, 
nevertheless, the hypothesis of (3.10) together with (3.7) insures 
that G(Y, p) is invariant under compact perturbations of V. 
Let V be bounded and self-adjoint. Let C = z%[V, U] have the 
spectral resolution C = JA dCA . The function 
-i (-A)‘/” A < 0, 
C(A) = 0 
1 
x = 0, 
(A)‘/” x > 0, 
is continuous on the spectrum, sp(C), of C. Let c‘ be the operator 
J C(h) dC,, . Note that C2 = C, C* * C = (C*C)l12. For I $ sp(V), 
z $ sp( U) we define the determining function [15], E(Z, x), of the 
pair {V, U} by 
E(Z, z) = 1 + (1 /i?r) C((Y - I)-1 (U - X)-l&. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C = in[V, U] be trace class. Then with 
U=JXdE,andV=JvdF,,E$sp(V)andz$sp(U) 
E-l(Z, h - i0) E(Z, h + i0) = 1 + 2d/dA(cEAS+( U, V - I)%). (3.11) 
E-‘(Z, h + i0) E(Z, h - i0) = 1 - 2d/dA(cE,S-( U; V - Z)-lc). (3.12) 
E(v + i0, z) E-‘(v - i0, z) = 1 + 2d/dh(&S+(v; U - z)-‘e). (3.13) 
E(v - i0, z) E-l(v + i0, z) = 1 - 2d/dA(cF&( I’; U - x)-Q?). (3.14) 
The derivatives are taken in the trace norm. 
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Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 is a reformulation and extension of 
Theorem (1.2) in [15] and Theorem (9) in [16]. The proof we offer 
here is simpler. Previously, as noted in the introduction, the result 
was complete only if either C was semidefinite or if U and V were 
purely absolutely continuous and smoothness conditions were 
imposed on C. 
The identification of the “barrier” 
(1 + J&9 (44 - 4-l ww/l - JW (44 - 4-l I”, 
occurring in these previous papers with the symbol expression 
appearing in this theorem is also new in the present generality. 
Theorem 3.1 expresses a certain duality between the symbols 
S,( U; V - I) and S,( V; U - a) which is mediated by the deter- 
mining function. Greater insight into the nature of this duality 
relation would be extremely interesting and important. 
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
In this section we give proofs of Proposition 3.1, properties (3.2) 
through (3.10), and Theorem 3.1. 
As an abstraction of ideas first introduced by K. 0. Friedrichs [9] 
and subsequently by M. Rosenblum [20], T. Kato [ll] introduced 
the following definition: 
Let T, X E p”(Z) with T self-adjoint. We define 
s 
*m l-,*x = i @TX e--itT dt. (4.1) 
0 
r,+X is defined if and only if the integral exists as a strong limit. 
It is shown in T. Kato [II] that r,* are inverse to the commutator 
operation in the sense that Yk = r,kX implies that Y&T - TY* = X. 
We will denote the domain of rr% by g(rr+). 
For the proof of Proposition 3.1 we require the following lemma, 
which seems to be new. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T E A(U) and suppose that [U, T] E S,(ff), then 
s-Em,,,, eituTe-it’JP,( U) exist. 
Proof. Since T = (T + T*)/2 + i((T - T*)/2i) it suffices to 
treat the case where T is self-adjoint. 
Let T= V= V*,&(U), and let [V, U] = (l/zn)C E S,&). 
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Fix z $ sp( V) and set W, = (V - ,%)( V - z)-l. W, is unitary, and 
W, = 1 + (22’ Im a)( Y - a)-‘. We easily see that 
[W,, U] = w&J - uw, 
(4.2) 
= (2 Im x)( I’ - z)-l (C/T)( V - ,5)-l W, = D, W, , 
where 0, - (2 Im a)( V - 2)-l (C/r)( V - 5)-l. Then 
[WA’,(U), VI = DzWzJ’a(U). (4.3) 
Let 
W,(z) = s -1im eit(U+DJ e-ituP, 
t-ktm [ill- 
Then [W**(z) W,P,( U), U] = 0, and therefore 
M*(x) = w**(JJ)w, Pa(U) 
is in the cornmutant of U. 
It is shown in [II] that W,(x) W,*(x) = P,(U + D,). But 
WzPa(u) = Pa(u + D,)Wz , 
(4.4) 
and therefore multiplying both sides of (4.4) on the left by W*(z), 
we evidently have 
W+(z) iK&) = WzP,( U). 
Thus D,W,Z’,( U) is in G3(rV*) since it is known that D,W,(z) E 9(rU*) 
[ll, Chap. X, Sect. 51. 
But 
i 
s 
t eis” D, W,P,( U)e-isu ds 
0 
= 2i(Im x) Iot eisu( V - .x-l 2 (Y - x)-l e-tsu ds P,(U), 
7r 
= -2(Im z) Jo’ ef8u[( Y - x)-l, U]e-isu ds P,(U), 
= 2(Im z) (eitu( Y - z)-l e-itu - (V - z)-l> P,(U). 
Since DBW,Pa( U) E S(I’,*) we can conclude that 
s -1im eitu( V - z)-l e-Stu P,(U) t+*CC 
exists for all x with Im z # 0. 
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Let us now take a circle y which includes the spectrum of V in its 
interior. By the Riesz functional calculus 
z)-1 dz. 
Hence 
eituVe-itu P,(U) = & j zeitu(V - z)-kitu P,(U) dz. 
Y 
But eitU( V - z)-’ e-ifOPa( U) converges strongly to S,( U; (V - 2)‘) 
as t approaches &-co, for Im z # 0 and /I eitU( I’ - z)-’ eeitu I] < 
l/dis(x, sp( I’)). Thus, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem (for vector-valued integrals [S]) 
S+(U; V) = s -1im eitoVe-itU P,(U) = & J” t+*m zS*( u; v - x)-l) dz. Y 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let V E A’(U) with [U, v] = i(c/~), then CP,( U) 
and P,(U) CP,( U) E Q(r,*). 
Proof. This result follows at once from Lemma 4.1 and the fact 
that 
1 t -- 
s i7 0 
eiS~CPa( U)e-fSu ds = eitoVe-ituP,J V) - VP,(U). 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 will be completed by showing that 
the strong limits 
s-lim e{tfJTe-it”P,( U) 
t+*m 
exist for any T in A!(U). 
To do this we simply note that S,(U; .) extends by continuity to 
any T in J&‘(U) because S,( U; .) is norm decreasing; further since 
for each t, I/ eituTe- it”Pa( U)ll < I/ T 11, it follows at once that the 
strong limits exist and coincide with the extended symbols. 
Remark 4.1. Suppose T E A(U). From 
eituTe-it”PJ U) - TP,( U) = i Jot eisu[ U, T]eSiSuP,( U) ds, (4.5) 
we evidently have [U, T] P,(U) E SB(I’,*). 
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Hence, in particular if V = V* and [V, U] E Sr(#), then 
[V + K, U] P,(U) E Q(rU”) for any compact K. 
Proof of Properties (3.2) through (3.10). 
We will first prove (3.2). 
By Eq. (4.5) we see that if [AP,( U), U] = iD, then D E .9(rU*) 
and AP,( U) - Zu*(D) =L S,(U; A). Since [TV*(D), U] = D, we 
can conclude at once that [S,( U; A), U] = 0. This establishes (3.2). 
Next we consider properties (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), that is, S,(U; *) 
is a * homomorphism on &X(U). Additivity is, of course, trivial. On 
the other hand, property (3.4) follows from the fact that the adjoint 
operation is continuous in the weak operator topology and (3.2). It 
remains to consider (3.5). We have 
S,( U; AB) = :j$ eituABe-itUPa(U) 
= s;l& eit”Ae-itUP,( U)eituBe-ituPa( U), + 
= S,(U; A) S*(U; B), 
since s-lim t++,{l - P,(U)} ettvBeFituPa( U) = 0, which follows at 
once from (3.2). 
The fact that S,( U; *) is norm decreasing follows from the lower 
semicontinuity of the norm in the strong operator topology. 
We will now demonstrate (3.7). Because of (3.4) and (3.6) it suffices 
to consider an operator K of the form K == v @ 16. Then with f E X’ 
S*( U; K)f = :-Ii? eitUy(e-ituPa( U)j I#). 
But (eFituPa( U)f 1 #) = J e-ilv do(v) where o is an absolutely con- 
tinuous complex measure. Hence, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma 
ij& (e-ituPa(U)f 1 (c) = 0. 
Since /I S,( U,K)f I/ = liml+fm i(ecituPa( U)f I #)I * II q~ 11, we are done. 
We now consider (3.8). We first observe that &(y( U)) 1 d(U). 
We reason as follows: First let W be unitary in d(U) and suppose 
[IV, U] E S,(%). Let W be the Cayley transform of T, SO 
W = 1 - 2i(T + i)-l, Then 
WU = (U + D)W, 
where D = D* E S,(Z). 
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Therefore, 
WV(u) = +!Y + D)W. 
But y( U -k D) - v,(U) E S,(.e). For 
and 
j, eit(u+D) _ eitu ,,1 = II eit’u+D’e-itu - 1 II1 
t 
,tt(U+Dle-itU - 1 = i 
s 
eis(U+D)De-i~U as. 
0 
so, 
Therefore, 
Since finite linear combinations of unitary elements in A(U) are 
dense in ~2’( U), the inclusion J&‘(+( U)) r) M(U) follows. 
Next we turn to the demonstration of the equality S,(~JZJ( U); T) = 
S,( U; T) for real-valued functions q~ which satisfy conditions (i) 
and (ii) of (3.8). Ag ain it suffices to verify this equality for unitary 
operators W in A(U) with [T, U] E SI(Z’). The full result would 
then follow at once since finite linear combinations of such operators 
are dense in J&‘(U). 
By the definition of the symbol maps we can write 
&(4)(U); W) = ;-llz eit,c~)We-it”(u)P,(~(U)). 
Now, by hypothesis, WU = (U + D) W where D = D* E S,(#). 
Thus, 
and 
We-itm(U) = e-itm’UiD’W 
, 
Therefore, 
WP,bW) = ~a(du + D>>W. 
&(y(U); W) = a-?iz e tm( U)e-iW U+D)P,(p)( U + D)) W. 
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We now invoke the invariance principle of M. Sh. Birman [2] and 
T. Kato [I 1, Chap. X, Sect. 41, which tells us that 
pl& eitm(Li)e-it~(U+D)P,(rp( U + D)) E s-lim eit~e-it(LI+D~P,(U + D). 
t+*m 
Consequently, 
&(cp( U); W) = ;+F eitue-it(U+D’Pa( U + D)W, 
= s-lim eituWecituPa( U), 
t-em 
= S*(U; W). 
This completes the proof of (3.8). 
We turn now to the proof of the transformation law for symbols 
(3.9). With A E k’(U) we have 
S+( U + K; A) = yllz eitcu+K)Ae-it(U+K)P,( U + K) 
ZZ s-lim eit(U+K)Pa( U + K)A P,( U + K)e-it(u++K). 
t+*tm 
But it is known [II] that the wave operators corresponding to the 
perturbation U -+ U + K: 
W, G W*(lJ + K, U) = y+l~& eit(u+K)e-ituPa(U) 
satisfy 
w*w+* = P,(U + K). 
Thus, 
S+(U + K; A) = ;dic eit’u+K)W+Wjt*AW+W;t*e-it(u+K) 
= s-l-lz W*eit u( W**A W*)e-itu. 
Since [W**, U] and [IV,, U] are in S,(x), we can use Proposition 31. 
to conclude that S,( U; W+*AW,) exists. Hence, 
&( U + K; A) = W&3*( U; W**A W*)W&*, 
= W&( u; W**) S,(u; A) S&t W*)W,*. 
Let us evaluate S,(U; IV+*). By definition: 
&(U, W*) = s;jic Pa(U)eituW+e-ituPa(U), 
= s-lim P,( U)eit”e-e-it’ u+K)P,( U + K) W*, 
t-t*tm 
= w**w* = s&J; w*)* = S*(u; w**). 
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Therefore, 
&(U + K; A) = W,W,*W+S,(v; A)W**W*W+*, 
= WJ’a(U) &(U; A) Pa(U)Wzt*, 
= W+S+( U; A) W,*. 
The proof of the existence of the function G(v, A) as given under 
the hypothesis of (3.10) and its identification with the principle 
function in case T has a trace class self-commutator, will be deferred 
until we have established the relationship between the determining 
function and the symbols S,( U; (V - I)-l) and S,( V; (U - .z)-‘) 
as it is stated in Theorem 3.1. 
In the process of establishing Theorem 3.1 we shall deduce the 
precise form of the extended singular integral operator representation 
for operators V having a trace-class commutator with U. We have 
already alluded to such a result in the introduction. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let V E 9JY(ru+) with [V, U] = (C/in). Then 
e-EteitU&-itU dt = & (r”+C). 
Similarly for r,- with + 00 replaced by - 00 and E by --E. 
Proof. For E > 0 set 
1 r,+C = ! j* pteitUCe-itU dt, 
177 r 0 
s 
co 
=- e@ d/dt{eituVe’e-“tu} dt. 
0 
Integration by parts on the right side gives 
Lr,+c= v-.-y e-cteitUVe-itLl dt 
17 0 
With f E A? we have 
k (r,+C)f = Vf - E Joa e-fteituVe-itUf dt. 
Since V E W(r,+) it follows that 
s-lim &tuVe-ituf = 0 
t+*m 
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[I 1, Chap. X, Lemma 5.31 from which we deduce 
s 
m 
s-lip E e-cteitUVe-itU & = Q. 
0 
The lemma is now proved. 
We will henceforth use the notation 2 = J 0 .G$ dh for the direct 
integral diagonalizing decomposition for U, . The inner product for 
vectors f and g in A? is then expressed as (f 1 g) = J (f(X), g(A)), dA 
where f (A) and g(X) E xA and (*, *)A is interpreted as the inner product 
in the Hilbert space ZA (see [14]). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let V E g(S) and [V, Uj = (C/k) E &(S). Then 
(r,+P,( U)(C/7r) P,(U)) - (T,-P,( U)(C/~T) P,(U)) = Z; commutes with 
U and is therefore decomposable with respect to j’ @ ZA dh. If 
c = J @ e(A) dh, then e(h) E S,(&) for almost all A; moreover, with 
fE=@ 
where C,(h, p) is dejned for almost all X and almost all TV and is trace- 
class operator from 2 to SA . Finally, c(h) = 2C,(X, A). 
Proof. Let the Schmidt expansion of P,(U) CP,( U) be given by 
Pa(u) CP,(u) = Ca s,P,(u) G 0 P,(u) A, , where C I s, I < CQ and 
(pa} and {&} are complete orthonormal sets in 2. 
Suppose that P,(U) vn = J 0 q,‘(h) dh and P,(U) +a = J @ &‘(A) dh. 
In each %A space there is a complete orthonormal set p,(h) corre- 
sponding to the “measurable family” of von Neumann [14]. 
For each m we can consider the set S,,, defined as the set of 
Lebesgue points of the function (p,(A), y=‘(h)h . 
Let L, = n, S,,, , and let L = fla L, . For A, p in L, we can 
consider the kernel C,(h, ,u) = Ca ~,(a, P)~‘(P))~ #,‘(A). 
It is clear that C,(A, A) E S,(ZJ because 
(4.6) 
and therefore (1 C,(X, A)lji < co a.a. A. 
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We shall also prove that JJ 11 C,(X, p)llr dA dp < co, where 
11 C,(X, p)IIi is the trace norm of C&h, p) operating between Zfi and ZA . 
This fact will be used to demonstrate 
2C,(h, A) = z;(A) a.a.X. 
In order to show that JJ I/ C,(X, p)II1 dh dp < co, we note that 
II Cd& ~)I11 G C I s, I j II v~aV)ll, dx - j II 1ba’GN 4
a 
G C I s, I beas SPVJ~)I II pa(~hh II II ~aW#a II3 
a 
-=c o. 
Let us now turn to the proof of the main portion of the theorem. 
We first show that, for f E 2 
1 jm eituPa(U) CPa(U)cituf dt = f iii j @ [j :f’(r)f(!i dp] dA 
= 0 
in the strong operator topology. We simply compute that for each 
G > 0, the integral 
I m eitU-EtPa( U) CP,( U)e-it”f dt 0 
as a vector in the direct integral space is represented as 
Our assertion is then just another means of stating Lemma 4.2. 
With f E 8 we can write 
s 
* eitU-EtPa( U) CP,( U)e-ituf dt 
0 
= c s, jam eitu-EtlPa( U) rp=(P,( U)ecituf, &J dt, 
a 
= c % jom a eitu-'"'Pa(u) va (j e-Y+), A'(P))~ 4) dt, 
= ; s, jam (z+), &Q)), dp [jam e~tu--(ctl+itG)Pa( Uba dt]. 
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But 
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s 
m 
eitU-(rt+iut)l & = -i 
s 
6 
0 p - (A + ie) ’ 
where E,, is the spectral resolution of U. Hence, for any g E X’, we 
have 
A repetition of the present argument gives an analogous result for 
ru-rP,( u> CPa( UN - 
We shall now demonstrate the relation c(X) = 2C,(h, h) as opera- 
tors on XA for almost all h E sp( 17,). 
Let f E Z and form the map h --+ C,(h, h)f(h) E *A . Suppose that 
the norm of f(h) defines an essentially bounded function on sp( U,). 
It follows by (4.6) that 11 C&I, h)f(h)jjn is Lebesgue integrable, and 
the integral J (C,(h, h)f(h), g(h)), dh makes sense provided g is a 
vector in Z with [I g(h)]1 ,, a so 1 essentially bounded. Now it is clear 
that if 
j (&W(4> g(3), dh = 2 j (Cc44 4 fN, g(4), dh 
for any such g, then @)f(h) = 2C,(h, h)f(X) for almost all X. This 
in turn would imply the equality r?(h) = 2C,(X, h) almost everywhere, 
since the set of vectors f with essentially bounded norm is dense in # 
and for almost all h c(h), C,(h, h) E .Y(Z*). We have reduced our 
problem to showing J (&I)f(h), g(A))h dh = 2 f (C,(h, X)f(X), g(A)X dh. 
We supply the proof of this fact. 
Letf and g E X be as above. For each integer n = 1,2,..., set 
Note that the series in the line above converges for almost all X; for 
[ it1 (I sa I)“” ’ I(fN~ kt’(WA I] 2 G [ g1 I sa I] - il I Jvh IliaVh I29 
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implies at once that 
This shows that sp( U,)\(Jz=r d, is a Lebesgue null set. For each 
12 = 1, 2,..., set f, = E(d,)f. N ow our preceding considerations 
enable us to write for each E > 0, 
= &&,‘(A), g(A)), . j 2~ (fn(p) ‘a’(p))u dp] dh, 
(P - q2 + l 2 
= zl j [s&P,)(~~ cd% * j 2~ t”“$.$f: d”] a. 
As E -+ 0 the Fatou theorem tell us that 
for almost all h. 
Since for each 01 = 1, 2,..., I(f&), I/&‘(P))] < n/([ s, j)li2 for almost 
all p in sp( U,), the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies 
that the corresponding term in the equation above approaches 
2rrs, - 
s (~‘(4, g(4), CL@), ~aV>h dh 
as E tends to zero. Moreover, for each 01 the corresponding term is 
dominated (independent of l ) by nr(l s, j)lj2 1 J (qa’(X), g(X)), dh 1 = 
nn(I s, lY2 I(~)~‘,g)l. However, 
g1 Ml & IF2 lb,‘, 81 
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Consequently, we can exchange the sum and limit to conclude that 
= s 2(GGt 4 f&Q g(4), dA. 
As n -+ CO, E(d,) --+ P,(U) (strongly) and we then arrive at 
j- t&t 4 f(4, g(4), dh = j- 2(G(h 4 f(4, A4h d4 
which is what we wanted to prove. m 
In general, for V E J&‘(U), it is true that 
VP,(U) = S*(U, V) - ru*([u, VI Pa(U)). 
This should be regarded as a kind of singular integral representation. 
Note that from this relation and (3.6) it follows at once that 
11 F,*([U, V] P,( U))jI < 2 11 VII. Thus, the “representation” is in 
some sense stable. 
The existence of a kernel representation in terms of C,(X, p) 
which we have established when [V, U] is trace class enables us to 
assert that, in this case 
It might be that a representation formula of this last type could 
still be true in a little greater generality, but we have not pursued this 
further investigation. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let [V, U] = (C/r;) E S,(X). If T E S,(Z), 
and T E 9(I’,+) with P,(U) TP,( U) = T, then 
lp@l E C{U - (A - k)}-’ (r”+T) {U - (A + a))-lC = 0, 
in the sense of convergence in S,(X’). Similarly for I’,- with E replaced 
by --E. 
Proof. We shall rely on results of M. Sh. Birman and S. B. Entina 
[3] which state the following. 
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If D, and D, E S,(&‘), then for a.a.h the derivative 
K,, = d/dA(D,E,DJ exists in S,(Z), (4-T 
for a.a.X, 1:~ D,{U - (A & ~E)}-~D~ exists in the sense 
of convergence in S,(X). (4.8) 
Denoting these limiting operators as D,{U - (A f ;O))-l Da , it is 
also known [3] that 
D,{U - (A + iO)}-lD, - D,{U - (A - iO)}-lD, = 2?riK,. 
Since [(r,+T), U] = T, it follows that for x $ sp( U), 
[(r”+T), (U - z)-‘1 = -(U - z)-1 T(U -7 Pi-‘. 
Therefore 
qu- %)-yr,+T)(U- .)-1e = C(U- q-‘(U- z)-yr,+qc (4.9) 
- 6( u - Z)-'( u - x)-lT( u - .)-16. 
But e and (I',+T)c E S,(P) and we can factor T by setting 
*I = c (cL~)~‘~ $9 0 yj > *2 = C (ll.iP2 yj 0 yj , 
where 
is the Schmidt series for T. Note that Cj 1 pj 1 < co since T E S,(2). 
By the Birman and Entina results we see that if we multiply both 
sides of (4.9) by Im a, z = X + k, E > 0, and let E --+ 0, for a.e. X we 
get a limit (in S,(2)) 
d/dA(&,(r+T)c) - {d/dA(@,T,)) T,{U - (A + iO)>-le. (4.10) 
We shall show that the expression in (4.10) vanishes. To do this, 
we first examine 
for OL, /3 = 1, 2, 3 ,..., where we have used the eigenfunction expansion 
e =~baO%. 
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Since QJ~ = &q~, , 01 = 1,2, 3 ,..., 
We wish to interchange the integration and summation. For this 
purpose we seek, for fixed h, a Lebesgue dominant for the sequence 
of functions 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . For convenience we put (for fixed 01 and /I) 
We then have 
Hence, by the familiar Tonnelli theorem it suffices to show that 
But this is easily seen by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and 
noting that 
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Thus we have justified the free exchange of sum and integral in 
Eq. (4.11). Consequently we know that for E > 0 and almost all X, 
Ja.a = W/dV%Td~ TzF’ - (A + W-lc ~‘a I ~4 
We turn now to the first term of (4.10), namely d/dh(cE,(I’+T) e), 
by again computing inner products with the eigenvectors of the 
commutator C. Accordingly, 
(V/d~@,(~u+T)~N ‘~a I RI> 
= A, - & * WW[~u+Tl ~a IPSI 
= k * io didA [ .13, ([~u+Tl dd, nh-4)~ d/j 3 
= A, * h~Wu+Tl 4% v&>h . (4.14) 
Since P,(U) TP,( U) = T, with T(h, p) = Cj p+,@) @ yj(p), we have 
by Lemma 4.3, 
Therefore, 
where the interchange of integral and sum has already been justified. 
Therefore, combining Eq. (4.13) with Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) we 
see that 
$+i EC?{ U - (A - k)}-’ [r,+T] {U - (A + k)}-‘c = 0. a.a.h. 
This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.4. 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. A straightforward but lengthy calculation 
based on the relations 
--i/7( v - q-y u - ,x-l C( u - z)-‘( v - q-1 
=(v-z-l(u-z)-1-(u-z)-1(v-z)-1, (4.16) 
= --i/57( u - z)-1 (V - I)-’ C( v - Z)-’ (U - z)-1, 
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shows that 
E-yz, z) E(Z, w) = 1 -i/7T(w - z) e( u - z)-‘( v - I)-y u - w)-le. (4.17) 
Substitution of X - ie for x and h + ie for w in this equation then 
gives 
E-yz, h - ie) E(Z, h + a) 
= 1 + 2E/7r Qu - (A - k)}-‘{ v- - Z}-‘(U - (A + k)>-le. (4.18) 
Assertion. With P,(U) = 1 - P,(U), for almost all X 
lj+y E . C{U - (A f k)}-’ {V - I}-lP,( U){U - (A & k)}-*e = 0 (4.19) 
in the sense of convergence in S,(Z). 
The fact that a limit exists in S,(H) for almost all h is easily seen 
to be a consequence of (4.16), the results of Birman and Entina cited 
above in (4.7) and (4.8), and the algebraic identity 
[(I’ - I)-‘, (U - z)-‘1 = (U - z)-1 (V - I)-1 [V, U]( v - I)-1 (U - x)-’ 
for I$ sp( V) and z 4 sp( U). For, 
l C( u - F k))-‘( v- Z)-y u- (A f k))-‘Ps( up 
= EQ u - (A 7 ie))-‘( u - (A rf k))-‘( v- Z)-lP,( up 
- ; e( u - (A F ie))-‘(( u - (A * k))-‘( v- 1)-l 
+ C[C( v- 2)-l * (U - (A f ic))-‘Ps( u,q, 
and 
c( u - (A F ic))-‘( u - (A & k))-’ = F( u - (A - ic))-’ f (U - (X + k)). 
To show that the limit, which we now know exists a.a. X in &,(ti), 
is actually the zero operator, we proceed as follows: 
Let D be any operator in S%(X). 
We claim that for any h where the derivative ~/c&[D*E,D]I,=~ exists 
in S,(X) (call this set Q) we have 
lj+y ll(q’2( u - (A f 4)-l Wll” = (w[~*wlI,=,f I f>, 
for all f in 3?. 
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This follows directly from the classical Fatou theorem for Poisson 
kernels. For, with f any vector in 2, and X in 52 
= (d/dtCD*E,DlI,=,flf). 
It now follows from the Banach-Steinhaus theorem that for h E Q, 
the operators {(e)l12 (U - (A f in))-’ D)E,O are uniformly bounded, 
(Of course the uniform bound depends upon D as well as the point A.) 
From (4.17) and (4.19) as well as taking adjoints in (4.19) we see 
that 
;+y E-l(Z, h - k) E(Z, X + ic) 
= l&I{1 + 2+ C{ u - (A - ic)}-‘P,( U){ v - Z}-lP,( U){ u - (A + k)}-‘C 
Moreover, since P,(U){ I’ - I>-’ P,(U) - S+( U; {I’ - 0-l) belongs 
to the range of rV+, Proposition 4.4 implies 
li+i E(Z, X - k)-lE(Z, X + k) 
= 1 + lii 24rr &{ u - (A - ic)}-lS+( u; {V - I}-I){ u - (A + ic)}-‘e 
= 1 + 2 d/dh &+E,S+( u; {V - Z}-l)ci, 
because of (4.8) and the fact that S+( U; (I’ - Q-l) commutes with U. 
This proves (3.11). The ideas for proving (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) 
are essentially the same and will be left to the reader. 
We turn now to the proof of (3.10). First S,(U; V - I) are in the 
cornmutant of U. Hence, we can define S,( U; V - Z)(X) by 
S,(U; V-Z)+S+(U; V-Z)(A)dA, 
and it follows that 
S+(u; V - Z)S-(U; V - Z)--’ g s @ S+( U; V - Z)(X)&(U; V- Z)-l(h) dA. 
We wish to show now that 
S+(U; v - Z)(h) - s-(U; v - Z)(X) E S,(HA), 
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provided that [V, U] E Si(S?). (If V is an arbitrary operator in .&Y(U), 
then we can draw the same conclusion provided that we restrict the 
dimension of SA to be finite almost everywhere.) This follows at 
once from Lemma 4.3 since 
= -{~u+(~a(w~ - W,(U), Ul) - ~r.r-Wa(~W - ~)~aw~ w
= -vu+([pa(u) up,, VI> - ru-wa(u) VP,(U), w. 
A theorem of I. M. Lifschitz, in a form due to M. G. Krein [13], 
states that if A is a bounded self-adjoint operator and D is self-adjoint 
and trace class, then there exists a summable function 6(X) such that 
det(1 + D(A - 1)-l) = exp / & dw, and I 6(X) I < Rank D. 
Since we have 
det[l + (S( U; V - Z)(h) - S+(U; V - Z)(h))S+(U; (V - Z)-‘(h)] 
= det(S( U; V - Z)(h)S+( U; V - 1)-l(A)), 
we can use this result to conclude that there exists a scalar function 
G’(Y, h) with 
I 
1 G’(Y, X)1 dv < co, / G’(v, X)1 < dimension S’,, = m(U,)(X) 
such that 
det(S+( U; V - Z)(X) * S-(U; V - Z)-‘(A)) = exp 1s G’(v, A) hz/. 
We wish to identify G’(u, X) with the principal function of 
T= U+iY. 
For this purpose we use Theorem 3.1. We have seen that 
E-‘(Z, h - i0) E(Z, h + i0) = 1 + 2d/d$E$+( U; V - I)-@), 
and it is known [5] that 
det[E-l(Z, h - i0) E(Z, X + iO)] = exp [J G(v, A) v%], 
where G(v, h) is the principal function of U + iv. 
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Let the eigenvalues of & be enumerated as (Am}. Then c = 
c, Llrpm 0 %n ? and 
Thus, 
det(1 + 2dldA cE$(U; V - l)-‘6) 
= det[Sii + 2&$(S+(U, V - Z)-l(h)gpi(A), vi(A))J. 
Let (0,) be an orthonormal basis in I, and let the inner product 
in 2, be written as (*, -). Let k(h): XA -+ & be defined by the convergent 
expansion 
then 
W) = c I hIa v2 4n 0 %a’(3 
m 
k*(h) : Z2 -+ XA , defined by k*(X) = c 1 A, \l/z cp,‘(h) @ 8,, 
112 
clearly satisfies 
(44 f(4, Y) = W), k*Wh 
forf(X) E SA and y E l2 . 
Define J: I, -+ I, by requiring that 
pm = L%n 9 where Im = 
t 
I if Am 2 0, 
i if X, < 0. 
Then 
Now 
k*(h) J%(h) = C&i, A). 
(344 S+(u; v - WY k*(X) 34 , 6) 
= (S+(u; V - Z)-i (A)k*(X) J6, , k*(h) J*f?,), 
= n&(s+( u; v - Z)-l(A) qJ,i’(A), Q+yh))h . 
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But it is well known (see [lo]) that if 
and AB E &(&?a), BA E &(X..), then det(1 - AB) = det(1 - BA). 
This shows that 
det(l + d/dA &&!?+(U; V - I)-le) 
= det(l + 2Jh(h) S+(U; I’ - 2)-l K*(X)]) 
= det( I + 2C,(h, X) S+( U; I’ - l)-l(X)). 
But it follows from Lemma 4.3 that S-( U; V)(h) - S+( U; V)(h) = 
2C,(4 4. 
Hence, for all h in a set of full measure, C, chosen independently 
of 1 
exp G(v, A)sl = ( 
s 
det 1 + 2 [CE,J+(U; V - Z)-lC] 
= det( 1 + (S-( U; V)(h) - S+( U, Y)(h)) S+( U; V - &I), 
= exp 
I 
GyY, A) hz. 
For h in C we can conclude that G’(Y, h) = G(u, h) a.a. v. By redefi- 
nition on a null set, we can assert even that G’(Y, h) = G(v, h) except 
possibly on a set of points (v, h) of planar Lebesgue measure zero. 
It follows at once that G’ coincides with the principle function of 
the operator U + iv. 
This concludes the proof of property (3.10). 
It has been shown in [18] ( see also [4, Theor. 11) for polynomials 
IV, Q of two variables that 
Trace[W(U, V, Q(U, VI = 2: JJ P’, Q> (v, CL) W, P> d4 
where 
Although it is not necessary for our present purpose we wish to 
reiterate that a generalization of this result which involves a func- 
tional calculus which contains the polynomial situation has also been 
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proved [7]. In this work the theorem is proved in the context of 
von Neumann algebras. 
Suppose now that U, has a summable multiplicity function, that 
is J m( U,)(X) dX < co. We can then obtain such a formula for any 
operator U + iV where V = V* E d(U). For, with V E ,,g”t( U) 
select a sequence (Vn) f o self-adjoint operators in J%‘(U) so that 
[U, V,] E S,(Z) and 11 V, - V /I -+ 0 as n + co. Then jl S,( U; If,) - 
S,( 77; V)(l -+ 0 as n -+ co; hence on the space ZA , S,( U; V,)(X) --t 
S,( U; V)(X) uniformly (since dim cX, < co this means in trace norm). 
Consequently by Theorem 1.1 of [lo], G,(v, p) converges almost 
everywhere dA to G(u, p). (dA denotes area measure in R2.) Since 
I G,(v> 41 G m(Ua)@) our hypothesis that m( U,)(X) is summable 
insures (by Lebesgue domination) that G,(v, h) converges to G(u, h) 
in the Ll(dA) topology. 
(In this connection note that there are examples where 
s 4 u&v dx < co but V E J%‘(U) does not imply that [U, V] E &(Z). 
Indeed, examples of this type exist even when m(U,)(h) s 1 on 
sp( U,).) 
Accordingly, for polynomials W and Q of two variables, since 
it follows that 
bz Trace[W(U, V,), S(U, V,Jl = l/257 /J VK S> G(v, PCL) U. 
Thus the bilinear form 
(W Q) - Trace[WU, V, Q(u, v)l 
extends uniquely to all operators U + iV with V = V* E d(U). 
We should note that the local constancy of the classical index 
implies immediateIy that the principal function value G(v, FL) is still 
the index of T - (p + iv)l, p + iv not in the essential spectrum, 
spe( T), provided m( U,)(X) < co almost everywhere. Moreover, 
G(v, p) is invariant under a wide class of perturbations of V, for all 
self-adjoint operators in the intersection of the kernels of S+(U; *) 
and S-( U; 0). 
We conclude this paper with a brief discussion concerning the 
C*-algebra &z’(U). 
By definition it follows at once that A(U) contains the ideal of 
compact operators on &? and is therefore irreducible. Whether a given 
operator T in Y(X) with [T, U] compact belongs to &Z(U) is quite 
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subtle and will depend of course on U. For instance, if sp( U) 1 [0, l] 
and m( U,) is summable there always exist operators V = V* E .9(Z) 
with [V, U] compact and V $ JZ( U). To see this, simply note that 
there exist operators T = U + iV with [T*, T] compact having 
nonintegrable index. 
Recall that if Y E J%‘(U), then 
1 index(U + iV - (p + ~v)I)/ < m(U&) p + iv $ spe(U + iv). 
Let 9 be any compact subset of the complex plane and let G be 
any real-valued function in Ll(dA) constant and integer-valued on 
the components of the complement, D, of .Q. We claim that there 
exists an operator T with trace-class self-commutator, spe(T) = LR 
and principle function G. 
To see this, simply note that there is a normal operator N with 
sp,(N) = a; then decompose 1;2c = uor 1, where (1J are the com- 
ponents of @. Let T, be a completely seminormal operator with 
[T,*, T,] of rank n, and principle function equal to n, * x1, where nor 
equals G-i(I,} and x,, is the characteristic function of I, . In this case 
IICTa”, TN1 < na * Area(&); (cf. [5, 61). Finally, let T, be any operator 
with trace-class commutator and principle function 
and sp( T,J = support G, [ 171. 
It follows easily that the operator T = N @ {C. @ T,} @ T, has 
the required properties. 
We can draw the following conclusion: If m( U,) is summable and 
V E JY( U), there exists a compact operator K such that U + iV + K 
has a trace-class self-commutator and the same principle function as 
u + iv [I]. 
We have shown here how the trace form can be extended. 
A related case was considered in [22], namely the case where 
& G,(Area U,) < co with Gk = index( T - (p + iv)) on 1k a con- 
nected component of the complement of sp,( T). 
In this situation Brown showed, using results of Berger and 
Shaw [23] that there is a compact operator K such that U + iV + K 
has trace-class self-commutator. 
Although we have been concerned in this paper with one parameter 
groups of automorphisms {eifu)tslc, generated by a bounded self- 
adjoint operator U it is not hard to see what modifications are neces- 
sary to allow for a treatment of unbounded operators U. For instance, 
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if U is any self-adjoint operator on X, the collection, OZ( U), of 
operators T in L%(X) f or which both pairs of strong limits 
s-lim ecituTeituPa( U), 
t+*m 
;<j& e-tuT*eitUPa( U), 
exist forms a sub-C*-algebra of Z(Z) which contains the compact 
operators as well as all self-adjoint operators V for which the com- 
mutator of resolvents 
[(U - x)-l, (V - 1)-l] 
lies in the trace class for some complex numbers z and I where 
z + sp( U) and I$ sp( V). 
These strong limits define * homomorphisms on G!(U) and 
relations analogous to Properties (3.2)-( 3.14) can be established 
together with a suitably defined determining function for the pair 
{U, VI. 
Finally, we mention that the considerations given here to unitary 
representations t -+ eitU of the line group can also be directed toward 
representations 12 --) W n of the integers for W an arbitrary unitary 
operator on &. Some of these ideas will be treated in another paper. 
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